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Oct 1814:23

Monday 8th November

L.O. To plan a wishing tale.

Oct 1814:41

Today you are going to begin planning your 
very own WISHING TALE!

Oct 3111:26

You need to start by thinking of your 
own main character...

Oct 3111:26

What is your character wishing for?

To be able to do something?

To go somewhere?

To help something or someone?

Oct 3111:26

Where and when is your story set?

Oct 3111:26

Now, let's start planning our stories...

We will finish planning our stories 
tomorrow.
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Oct 1814:23

Tuesday 9th November

L.O. To plan a wishing tale.

Oct 1814:34

New vocabulary

fierce 

courteous 

bliss

abandon

emerald  

Oct 1814:34

New vocabulary

emerald 

abandon  

fierce

bliss

corteous

Oct 3111:26

Yesterday you started planning your 
wishing tales...

Today will finish planning our stories. 

You will start writing your stories 
tomorrow!

Oct 1814:23

Wednesday 10th November

L.O. To write to a wishing tale.

Oct 1814:34

New vocabulary - recap!

emerald 

abandon  

fierce

bliss

corteous
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Nov 713:21

Example or non example?
1) The turtles shell was as green as an emerald.

2) The star was bright and courteous.

3) The fierce sloth climbed down from the tree 
and snuggled into the zoo keeper.

4) I had a wonderful summer holiday, it was bliss!

5) The children abandoned the tomatoes on the 
chopping board carefully.  

Oct 3111:26

You are going to start writing your story 
today and finish writing your story 
tomorrow. 

Today we are only writing our OPENING 
and BUILD UP.

Let me 
demonstrate...

Oct 1814:23

Thursday 11th November

L.O. To write a wishing tale.

Oct 3111:26

Today we are going to finish writing our 
wishing tales...

Let me 
demonstrate...

Oct 1814:23

Friday 11th November

L.O. To write a recount (cold write).

Nov 713:42

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Re0pCqUZu9w

What is a recount?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=re0pcquzu9w
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Nov 713:47

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=6HfBbSUORvo

Nov 713:51

Discuss what you have just watched with the 
person next to you.

-What happened?

-Who was involved?

-Was it a happy ending or a sad ending?

Nov 713:51

You are going to imagine you are the 
lighthouse keeper and write a recount of 

the events!

Oct 3111:29

Cold Write
Have a go at writing a recount! This is an 
independent activity. I'm looking to see 

what I need to teach you and what you can 
already do. It's your chance to show off!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6hfbbsuorvo
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